
Tugboats
Infant/Toddler Program
Typically ages
24-30 months
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Group play.  Using manners.  Communicating with words.  Recognizing numbers, letters, shapes 
and more.  Tugboats are starting to think and do things for themselves, expressing feeling, as 
well as accepting certain basic personal responsibilities.

In this classroom I can...
Language Arts
* Use words and phrases for communication
* Expand vocabulary and oral language skills
   through play, stories and songs
* Respond to and call others by name

Cognitive Development
* Identify body parts
* Recognize basic shapes and colors
* Learn about different kinds of weather
* Recognize a variety of animals and their sounds
* Begin to recognize some letters of the alphabet
* Begin to count and recognize numbers
* Learn age and gender

Life Skills
* Function well within a group setting
* Follow simple directions
* Use a spoon and cup efficiently
* Use proper hand washing skills
* Become familiar with the potty
* Use proper manners and etiquette
* Put toys away

Sensory Stimulation
* Listen to short, simple stories
* Listen to and repeat simple songs
* Manipulate play-dough

Motor Skills
* Run forward at will
* Maneuver around obstacles
* Climb on and over objects
* Throw and kick a ball
* Jump in place
* Use wrist action and directional strokes
   when coloring or painting
* Stack rings on a peg
* Build with blocks
* Manipulate pegs and beads
* Work three-four piece puzzles

www.totslanding.com

Tugboats are encouraged to play well alone and with others at Tots' Landing.  That's all part of a 
philosophy designed to maximize the development and happiness of children ages six weeks to 
five years.  Since our founding in 1993, we have grown to provide a safe, fun and comfortable 
environment for children to play, laugh and learn. 


